
Marbled Deco Feathers
Instructions No. 1542
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

Are you looking for new, trendy accessories? Casting fine decoration-Feathers from the novel creative casting compounds for the ceramic
look. The Feathers become with marble effect on every Gift wrapping, in your table decoration to special eye candy.

Feathers personally cast

For the decoration-Feathers 1 part creative casting slip is mixed with 3 parts water, processing time
approx. 10 minutes. The mass is then filled into the casting mould. 

Now trickle into the moist casting compound in your personal favourite colour Colour Concentrate. This
is stirred very roughly into only , thus creating the great marble effect. 

After approx. 20 minutes the moulded piece is sufficiently dried and can be removed from the mould.
Casting powders with ceramic optics have different drying and curing times.

After about 2 - 3 hours the fine Feathers are dry enough to be designed with a Permanent marker with
handlettering or with Handicraft paint further .



Decorate with trendy Feathers - your self-cast
decoration-Feathers is robust and guaranteed
vegan!

Extra tip 
Cast moulds can be sealed from dirt and water with a Protective varnish . However, this should only be applied when
the moulds are really completely dry and painted or designed. 

Looking for basic instructions? 
Our basic guide to casting design gives you further tips, tricks & suggestions

Article number Article name Qty
737470 VBS Cardboard boxes "Rectangle", set of 7 1
480024 Keraflott Relief Casting Compound, White1 kg 1
810401 Mixing cup made of rubber 1
661140 VBS Wooden sticks "Nature" 1
756556-02 VBS Colour Concentrate, 25 mlBerry 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/grundanleitung-giess-design-t1831/
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